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Letter from 
the Editor

B e l l o 
mag does it differently. 

While the rest of the world is hyper focused 
on the new fall trends, our September fashion issue 

chooses to remind our readers the importance of the 
basics. We hope to remind you that timeless and trend are 
the BFF’s we won’t ever stop celebrating.  Our cover, Brad 
Goreski, couldn’t be a more perfect subject. The classically 
trained actor and now celebrity stylist and host of Fashion 
Police injects wit and whimsy in time-honored suits while revealing 
his secrets to success in both the fashion and entertainment worlds. 
“Pairing interesting things with good basics makes [getting dressed] 

easy,” Goreski aptly explains.  

Also through these pages, we find profiles on Australian designer 
Brent Wilson, Los Angeles-based fashion businesswoman-turned-
designer  Deidre Roffoni’s Xirena, and multi-country based women’s 
evening collection Galvan, who all find a new twist and fresh takes on 
wardrobe classics. Photographer Genesis Ilada proves that a man really 
only needs a good tee, jeans, and leather jacket to be sexy. While Brian 
Kaminki showcases John Varvatos’ flawless fall collection on model 
Lucas Loyola, and Tino Vargas captures elementary primary colors 

in lush, exquisite settings in Jungle Queen. Back to basics has never felt more relevant. Click 
through and share your #bellofashion moments with us on Instagram. 

Fondly, 
Kimmy Erin Kertes, Fashion Editor at Large 

 

@KimmyErin
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Photographer MAARTEN DE BOER    Styling DARRYL GLOVER    Grooming JESSICA FARADAY    Nails PILAR NOIRE 

INTRO
While 

September typically 
brings a sense of nostalgia when 

signs of fall approach, for me, being from and 
living in Los Angeles, this is never the case. Here in 

sunny Santa Monica, CA, the sun still shines among the 
blue skies. This is why we present our readers the September 

Fall Fashion issue with a bit of an “Indian Summer” flare...

What better way to have this special fashion issue represented in 
a true and proper west coast sense, than to have this month’s cover 

boy be none other than the newest generation’s fashion go-to person, 
Brad Goreski. Wearing nothing but the finest, top designer brands 

such as Tom Ford, Dolce and Gabbana, Lanvin, Christian Louboutin, et 
more... Goreski gives us fashion forward real-ness in every page of 
this beautiful editorial shot in his own stunning home by celebrity 

photographer, Jim Wright.

So keep your shades on and your rooftops down, summer in 
fall is not going anywhere just yet...

Live beautifully, 

Leslie Alejandro, Executive 
Director
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FASHION

With a stroke of impetuousness, the 
Sydney-based entrepreneur started his 
early design career working for street 
wear label Volcom and later Australian 
designer Wayne Cooper (between 2000 
and 2003). In 2006, Wilson struck out 

on his own, launching his self-titled 
menswear line at the age of 26. 

From the outset, a clear vision of 
the brand’s design direction was 
imperative.  Wilson puts together basic 

a mood board with ideas to develop 
before producing detailed technical 
drawings.   Fabrics and trimmings are 
chosen, then all of the elements are 
sent to pattern makers and tailors to 
work on the first samples.  Very logical 

You are 

who 
            you 

wear
BY STEVEN CARVER

IT’S BEEN SAID THAT YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT.   THE BETTER THE 
FOOD, THE BETTER THE FORM.   IT CAN ALSO BE SAID THAT YOU 
ARE WHAT YOU WEAR.   TODAY’S LIFESTYLE DICTATES EVERYDAY 
WARDROBES.  FROM SUITS TO SPORTS, MEN ARE PERSONALIZING 
THEIR CLOTHING CHOICES MORE THAN EVER; IT’S AN EXTENSION 
OF WHO THEY ARE.  IF THEY CAN’T FIND IT, THEY GET IT MADE FOR 
THEM.  THIS IS TRUE WHEN IT COMES TO DESIGNER, BRENT WILSON.  
HE’S NOT ONLY THE MAN BEHIND THE CLOTHING (LABEL), BUT ALSO 
THE MAN WEARING THEM.
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and organized; essentials for a smaller 
company.

Designing collections that cater to the 
modern man, silhouettes are typically 
trim with strong shoulder for jackets, 
slim trousers (no pleats, please!), 
shirts with subtle patterns and a palate 
heavy on blues and grays.  Each well-
priced collection is an evolution of 
the previous one, rather than relying 
on trend-driven fads (except for the 
innovation of new textiles).  The look is 

a little bit of London’s Savile Row, with 
a touch of Italian sprezzatura. 

Wilson’s drive to expand has manifested 
into the opening of flagship stores in 
The Galeries Sydney and QV Melbourne 
(which also offer made to order 
services), as well as department store 
concessions at Myer, and an eventual 
expansion in the United States.

 Being a winner of GQ Australia’s designer 
of the year 2012 and an authority on 

fashion (with regular appearances in 
magazines, newspapers, TV and radio), 
Wilson’s life extends beyond that of 
cloth and thread.   Keeping a well-
balanced lifestyle is important to the 
designer and contributes to his success, 
with marathon training, working out, 
eating healthy and racing his beloved 
motorcycles.

Cutting a dashing figure in either casual 
or dressy attire, Brent Wilson is clearly 
the ideal model for his namesake brand.  
And he’ll never have an issue finding a 
sharply tailored suit to wear.
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FASHION

LeSport 
Chic BY NICK WASHINGTON

UP YOUR GAME WITH CHIC-ATHLETIC INSPIRED OUTFITS. KALLAN DRESSES 
IN SLEEK, SPORTY SELECTS WITH EVEN MORE BOLDER ACCESSORIES. 
HAIRSTYLIST CANDICE KELLY AND MAKEUP ARTIST SHERRI CELIS HAVE 
KALLAN RUNWAY READY WITH THESE GLAM BEAUTY LOOKS.

VISOR NASTY GAL 
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COVER UP AND BATHING SUIT NASTY GAL
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FLORAL PRINT JACKET ZARA 
PANTHER SWIM SUIT WE ARE HANDSOME 
GOLD CHAIN VINCE CAMUTO
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SWIM SUIT WE ARE HANDSOME 
HEEL GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI 

GOLD CHAIN VINCE CAMUTO
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FULL LOOK NASTY GAL 
HEELS CHANEL
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TOP 3.1 PHILLP LIM 
SHORTS FOREVER 21 

GOLD SNEAKERS NASTY GAL 
GOLD NECKLACE VINCE CAMUTO
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TOP BCBG
SKIRT 3.1 PHILIP LIM 
SHOES CHANEL
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Photographer  
NICK WASHINGTON 

www.nickwashington.com 
Instagram :@KALLANMARIE12

Model  
KALLAN SWENSON –  

Wilhelmina International Inc. 
Instagram :@Kallanmarie12

Hair Stylist  
CANDICE KELLY  

www.candicekellyhair.com
Makeup  

SHERRI CELIS 
www.sherricelis.com

DRESS BCBG 
SUNGLASSES CHANEL
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Attention 
Unaware
MY INSPIRATION... SHOOTING ON THE TOURISTY STREETS 
OF HOLLYWOOD ALMOST PLAYING PEEK-A-BOO AS PEOPLE 
WANDERED THROUGH US. A NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVE, 
AS IF LUCAS, A BRAZILIAN TOURIST, WAS UNAWARE OF 
MY PRESENCE AS HE NEARLY CO-MINGLED WITH THE 
PEOPLE AND HIS ENVIRONMENT.  -BRIAN KAMISNKI

FASHION
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Photographer: BRIAN KAMINSKI
Model: LUCAS LOYOLA w/ Two Management

All Fashion : John Varvatos Fall/Winter 2015
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FASHION - EDITOR’S PICKS
Fashion Editor At Large, KIMMY ERIN KERTES

@KimmyErin

SO MANY TRENDS ABOUND AS THE NEW SEASON HITS, BUT THERE 
SEEMS TO BE ONE IN PARTICULAR THAT IS SHINING PARTICULARLY 
BRIGHTLY: STARS. MAN OR WOMAN, YOU ARE ABOUT TO SEE 
5-POINTED SHAPES HIT THE SHELVES, AND HOPEFULLY, YOUR 
OWN WARDROBE.  IN HONOR OF THIS MONTH’S ENTERTAINMENT 
ISSUE, HERE ARE MY PICKS OF STARS TO SHOOT FOR:

FASHION

Chloe Ruffled Silk Chiffon Gown

Venyx 14K Earrings

Givenchy 
men’s bag

Givenchy Cuff
Saint Laurent boots

Lanvin 
belt

Stella 
McCartney 
handbag

Rodarte Star 
Studded Sandals

Current 
Elliott 

Muscle 
tee

Zoe 
Karsen 

pant
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FASHION

It started with summers in Spain, where 
a need for chic undies, not swimwear, to 
wear under sheer kaftans and tunics 
was nowhere to be found. Designer 
Deidre Roffoni’s trips to hippy enclave, 
Formentera, Spain made her recognize 
there was a gaping hole in the market she 
was ready to fill.  Xirena was born and the 
first soft, comfortable, edgy, bohemian-
inspired undie was born. From there, 
the collection has evolved into a 
line of not-so-basic, easy-to-wear, 
perfect-fitting-for-every-body-type 
lifestyle brand of bralets and undies, 
tunics, tees, pants, and loungewear. 
Defined by pops of bright color and  
unexpected print combinations in 
the lingerie, the line also features 
muted, soft (emphasis on soft) 
cotton shirting and easy pieces 
that can be worn as separates or 
mixed and matched to create a 
layered, casual look. 

Designer Spotlight

BY KIMMY ERIN KERTES
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BELLO  FASHION

STARLETTOS
“PROTECT WHAT YOU LOVE”

a fashion story about product that will change the way 
you are comfortably indulging your lust for stilletos
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Starring JADE LEBOEUF
Photography i video STEPHANE MARQUET

Featuring www.starlettos.com
prottect what oyu love

featuring www.starlettos.com

VIDEO
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FASHION

SHOPPING A SPECIAL OCCASION 
GOWN ISN’T AS EASY AS IT SEEMS.  
WHETHER DESIGNED FOR PROM, 
A WEDDING, OR EVEN A NIGHT 
OUT ON THE TOWN, MOST ARE 
TOO FRILLY, FORMAL OR FUSSY.   
ON TOP OF THAT, FINDING 
SOMETHING OF HIGH-QUALITY 
THAT DOESN’T COST A FORTUNE 
IS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE.  OR IS IT?

Launched by four friends – Anna-
Christin Haas (design director), Sola 
Harrison (creative director), Katherine 
Holmgren (CEO), Carolyn Hodler (sales 
director) – with backgrounds in art and 
design, Galvan was created to alleviate 
those shopping stresses.  

Based in London, Galvan is a global 
enterprise, with Haas based in 
Dusseldorf and the others traveling 
between L.A., London and Germany.   
Communicating via phone, Skype and 
email might make it hard to create 
collections, but it isn’t; they’re always 
on the same page with a clear point 
of view of what they’re looking for (the 
brand’s name is based on the term, 
galvanize, after all).

If the aesthetic would refer to a specific 
decade, it would be the minimal period of 
the 1990s.  Slinky slip dresses skim the 
body, while fabrics (jersey and crepe are 
prevalent) help them drape beautifully.  
Details are subtle, yet sensuous: fine 
spaghetti straps showcase a sweep of 
neck and shoulder; a slit cut high on 
the leg catches a glimpse of a toned 
calf; a plunging back exposes a swath 
of skin when the rest of the body is 
covered.  It’s a personal show-and-tell 
that leaves others wanting more.

While prestigious retailers like Bergdorf 
Goodman and Neiman Marcus were 
carrying the line, it was a series of 
A-listers like Jennifer Lawrence, 
Rihanna and Gwyneth Paltrow that 
increased Galvan’s brand awareness.   
A common thread weaves through 
these celebrities: they have athletic 
body types.  Additionally, the line is also 
worn by strong, independent women; 
much like the four behind the label.

And if the initial silhouettes were 
limited, they’ve quickly expanded with 
each new collection.  Shorter hemlines 
and jumpsuits allow more women 
to wear the line, yet the mix of fabric 
textures and finishes retain the same 
understated elegance as before.   Who 
would say no to wearing Galvan to the 
prom?

THE 

glamour 
ofGalvanBY STEVEN CARVER
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FASHION

Model
Behavior

T-SHIRT  
CALVIN KLEIN
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PANTS TOPMAN
KNIT TURTLE NECK FREE PEOPLE
BOOTS RED WING
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DRESS SHIRT ARMANI
SWEATER IMPERIAL MOTION 

PANTS TOPMAN 
BOOTS RED WING
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Photography, Styling, Grooming and Hair  GENESIS ILADA 
Model  MICHAEL ARONWITS Represented by MSA LA 

T-SHIRT CALVIN KLEIN
JACKET LONDON FOG
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BLAZER, SHIRT AND PANTS DSQUARED
GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES
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FASHION

Brad 
Goreski
WORDS BY KIMMY ERIN KERTES
PHOTOS BY JIM WRIGHT
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BLUE SUIT AND POLO SHIRT VALENTINO
SHOES CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES
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The former Vogue intern and 
assistant to Rachel Zoe now counts 
Lea Michele, Rashida Jones, Sarah 
Hyland, Jenna Dewan Tatum, Bella 
Thorne, and Jessica Alba as clients, 
all flawlessly commandeering the 
top of Best Dressed lists around the 
globe. Goreski recently helped Kate 
Spade turn around lagging business 
and has been tapped to recharge C. 
Wonder with both his charisma and 
design savvy for their spring launch on 
QVC. To add to the list, the classically 
trained actor has found himself back 
on TV armed with a badge and endless 
witty quips on E!’s Fashion Police. Busy 
barely describes his schedule, but this 
hard working, self-made success of 
a fashion expert squeezed in time to 
catch up with Bello mag about his many 
projects, empowering women, trends 
to scrap and just how he finds humor 
everywhere, and with good reason.

 

You essentially hold three job titles at 
the moment: stylist, TV host of Fashion 
Police, and Creative Director at C. 
Wonder. Do you sleep? 

Yes, a lot actually! I’m up by 6:00AM 
and in bed by 10:00PM. And I don’t go 
out that much.

Seriously, tell us how you do it? 

Well, my days pretty much are very 
scheduled, and I always make sure I 
have time for myself. I usually work out 
from 9:00AM-10:00AM unless I have a 
fitting or a job. But being your own boss 
is a good thing in this instance. If you 
don’t make time for yourself, you can 
go stir crazy. Even if it’s just cooking in 
the kitchen with my fiancé. It’s really all 
about balance.

What is the best investment of your time 
for you creatively and professionally? 

Fashion is a passion of mine and 
something I have wanted to be a part 
of since I was a little kid. So having the 
opportunity to express myself in fashion 
through three different venues is kind 
of a dream come true.  I’d say the best 
investment of my time is to focus on 
the task at hand no matter how many 
things you have lined up. When working 
on a client, I’m solely focused on them. 
And when I’m working on Fashion 
Police, that is my main focus. It’s key 
to always be present on the project you 
are working on at the time.

To you, what is humor’s role in fashion? 

 I think it’s the biggest role in fashion. 
If you take yourself seriously in this 

industry, you’re setting yourself up for 
failure. We are all playing dress up. The 
more we can laugh at ourselves and 
find the humor in everything around 
you, the better outlook you have on 
everything.

 Are you at all worried about offending 
or hurting women as a host on Fashion 
Police? Where is the line drawn for 
you? 

When I’m talking about a look on the 
show, it’s the same way I would describe 
a look to one of my clients. We aren’t 
talking about the person. The jokes 
aren’t about the actual people but the 
clothes. I always go for a punny word or 
name, something kind of funny that you 
can maybe roll your eyes at or laugh out 
loud at. I hope that my expertise comes 
through on Fashion Police, since I am 
still a very busy celebrity stylist.

Critics of Fashion Police claim it doesn’t 
allow for artistic expression that veers 
off the course of popular thought or 
trend and that it marginalizes women. 
Do you agree?  

  No, I completely disagree. Our first 
episode of fashion police had Miley 
Cyrus as best dressed by a few of the 
panelists, and her outfit was completely 

FASHION IS FULL OF PERSONALITIES. ON THE SHORT LIST, YOU’LL 
FIND THE RECLUSE, THE SNOB, THE AFFECTED, THE DEMURE, 
THE SHY, THE ANGST-RIDDEN, THE GURU, THE IRREVERENT, THE 
TASTEMAKER. BUT ONE FASHION PERSONALITY IS ENTIRELY HIS 
OWN; EQUAL PARTS TALENTED, HUMBLE, GRACIOUS, HILARIOUS, 
RESPECTFUL, EMPOWERING, RELATABLE, ASTUTE, CLEVER, AND AS 
GROUNDED AS ONE CAN BE WITH A LOUBOUTIN COLLECTION TOO 
NUMEROUS TO COUNT, CELEBRITY STYLIST, CREATIVE DIRECTOR AND 
TV PERSONALITY, BRAD GORESKI, CANNOTT BE CONTAINED.
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EMBROIDERED SUIT DOLCE AND GABBANA
GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES
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unconventional. I think we are looking 
for things that are fashion forward! 
What all the hosts are looking for is 
what’s different and stands out, and we 
try to celebrate that.  The trick is that 
the look has to be executed perfectly 
from head to toe or else it can become 
a fashion disaster.

What shows/designers stand out as 
highlights for you? 

I’ve been lusting over Givenchy, 
Burberry, Tom Ford, Saint Laurent and 
Valentino.

What is on your shopping list? 

Coats are something I always love, 
maybe it’s the Canadian in me. I’ve 
already bought one for this year, and 
it’s 90 degrees on both coasts. I also 
always love good shoes. Anything that 
has an interesting design spin like a 
shirt or sweater with a different print on 
it or textured paired with jeans, a good 
coat and nice shoes. Pairing interesting 
things with good basics makes it easy. I 
don’t want to be spending a lot of time 
mulling which outfit I’m going to wear.

What are you so “done with seeing” on 
runways, in stores and on red carpets? 

I’m kind of done with seeing the illusion 
dress. It reached its climax at the Met 
Ball on Kim Kardashian, Jennifer 
Lopez, and Beyonce. In stores and on 
people? The wedge sneaker has got to 
go!

What is one trend you wish women 
would give a chance? What about men? 

I actually think women are pretty 
daring and more prone to choosing 
something with a spin. I wish men 
would incorporate more color and be a 
little more creative in their wardrobes. 
But don’t get me wrong - a cute guy in 
a plain t-shirt and jeans?  You can’t go 
wrong! 

Congratulations on your C. 
Wonder appointment! How did that 
conversation start? 

I’ve always been interested in being a 
part of QVC. I love what they do. I think 
they make a great quality product. 
When I was approached by Xcel Brands 
I felt like it was exactly the right fit. I’ve 
waited a long time to make my way 
into this area of fashion, and I feel like 
the right opportunity came at the right 
time, and it was worth the wait.   The 
CEO of Xcel Brands, Robert D’Loren, is 
truly a visionary in the way that he sees 

product and the way that people want 
to buy it.  

Where is the line heading with your 
direction, and how can we get our 
hands on it?

The C.Wonder collection will premiere 
on QVC in Spring 2016 but it will also 
be available in stores, and that will be 
its own collection, C Wonder Limited, 
available in store at the Hudson Bay 
Company and Lord & Taylor. I’m so 
excited for everyone to see what 
designs we’ve been working on! They 
look incredible!

Will we ever see Brad Goreski play 
someone else? Do you have any 
desires to act? 

Well, I am actually a classically trained 
actor. I went to theatre school in Canada 
and graduated. I did everything from 
Shakespeare to Chekhov. To be an actor 
again? I would say, ‘never say never.’ It 
would have to be the right part, but I 
don’t know when I could fit that in to my 
schedule.

Watch Brad Goreski and the rest of the 
Fashion Police panel ont the E! channel 
premiering on Monday, Aug. 31, at 8 p.m. 
EDT.

To be an actor again? I would say, ‘never 
say never.’ It would have to be the right 
part, but I don’t know when I could fit that 
in to my schedule.
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SUIT AND SHIRT LANVIN
SHOES CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES
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SUIT AND SHIRT LANVIN
SHOES CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES
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JACKET, SHIRT, BOWTIE, PANTS, SHOES TOM FORD
GLASSES PAUL SMITH FROM OLIVER PEOPLES

Photography by  
JIM WRIGHT
Styled by  
BRAD GORESKI
Groomed by  
CAROLA GONZALEZ at Forward 
Artists
Photo assistants  
GREGORY GRAHAM DALTON  
& ANDY LEI
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TV:
The Late Late 

Show with 
Stephen 

Colbert (CBS) 
Premieres on September 8, 2015

 @colbertlateshow

MOVIE:
Sleeping 

With Other 
People  

(IFC Films) 
Release Date: September 11, 2015

 #SleepingWithOtherPeople

CONCERT:
Madonnaís 
Rebel Heart 

(World Tour) 
Kicks off: September 9, 2015

Where: Bell Centre (Montreal)

@Madonna #RebelHeart

STREAMING:
The 

Awesomes 
(HULU) 

Premiers on September 8, 2015

#TheAwesomes

CABLE:
Project 

Greenlight  
(HBO) 

Premieres on September 13, 2015 @ 10pm

@HBO

ALBUM:
Bring Me the 

Horizon 
(RCA Records/Columbia Records)

Title: Thatís 
the Spirit

Release date: September 11, 2015

@BMTHofficial
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